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1. Introduction
This article deals with the turning points in Estonian legal terminology in the transition from the Soviet era to
the integration into Europe, considering the usage of Latin terms in juridical journals. Employing Latin terms
is characteristic of European legal cultures and legal writings. The development of law in continental Europe
has relied heavily on the Latin language and the system of concepts based on Roman law; historically, Latin
has been extremely closely connected with the development of European law. In previous centuries, the bulk
of legal literature and much legislation was compiled in Latin. Although Latin ceased to be the language of law
and legal science in the 20th century, its significance as a technical means of communication among lawyers
in Europe remains. The conciseness and linguistic economy of Latin terms encourages their use.*1 Precisely
formulated Latin terms facilitate international communication of lawyers and enable them to exchange information and ideas effectively despite linguistic and cultural boundaries.*2
Juridical journals have been chosen as the material for this research because periodicals are formally the most
dynamic medium of law. According to M. Stolleis, in essence they could be called the ‘medial crossing-point’
where legal science, judicial and administrative practice, legal politics, and general politics meet.*3 Legal
periodicals are a mirror of the legal culture.
It is obvious that different legal cultures shape very different journalism. Three major turning points and
rearrangements in Estonian legal history in the course of the 20th century have had a strong impact on the
legal culture and changed it considerably: 1918 with the creation of the Republic of Estonia, 1940 and 1944’s
Soviet occupation, and the regaining of independence in 1991. At all of these points, radical legal reforms
occurred.
1
Typically juridical terms in Latin occur as single words — stem words and compound words, such as usus ‘usage, right of use’, ususfructus
‘usufruct’, or expressions, e.g., bona fides ‘good faith’. According to H. Saari, a term is a nominating linguistic unit, but not necessarily a noun.
H. Saari. Omasõna ja võõrsõna paarid eesti oskussõnavaras (Native Word and Foreign Word Pairs in Estonian Terminology) (1). – Keel ja
Kirjandus 1980/12, pp. 737–743. Thus, besides nouns, also verbs, adjectives, pronouns, numerals and adverbs can function as legal terms in
Latin, for instance non liquet ‘it is not clear’, bilateralis ‘bilateral’, ad hoc ‘for this particular purpose’, privatim ‘in private’, bis ‘twice’, etc. As
a rule, parts of speech other than nouns represent general language material which has acquired a specific meaning in professional context.
2
N. Benke, F. S. Meissel. Juristenlatein. Lateinische Fachausdrücke und Redewendungen der Juristensprache, übersetzt und erläutert. Wien:
Juridica 1997, p. 10.

M. Stolleis. Juristische Zeitschriften – die neuen Medien des 18.–20. Jahrhunderts. – Juristische Zeitschriften. Die neuen Medien des 18.–20.
Jahrhunderts. Ius Commune Sonderhefte, Studien zur Europäischen Rechtsgeschichte, 128. M. Stolleis (Hrsg.). Frankfurt a. M.: Klostermann,
1999. p. XII: “... die Zeitschrift als “medialer Kreuzungspunkt von gerichtlicher und administrativen Praxis sowie von Rechtswissenschaft und
Nachbarwissenschaften ...””. Similarly, p. XIV: “Mit der Analyse einer Zeitschrift oder einer ganzen Landschaft von zeitschriften blickt man
deshalb mitten in das tägliche Getriebe einer Rechtskultur”.
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Against this background, the material collected during my survey reflects, in the context of Estonian legal
history, the linguistic turning points: integration of one special language, legal language, into the European,
then into the Soviet, and finally back again into the European legal environment. The present article focuses on
the latter. The material for the study is composed of the content of two juridical journals published in Estonia:
Nõukogude Õigus / Soviet Law (which was published from 1967 to 1989; in this article I have used the issues
of the last five years of publication, 1985–1989) and Eesti Jurist / Estonian Lawyer (published from 1990 to
1994). Hence, the material covers equally five years of publication of both periodicals.
The aim is to ascertain whether the kind of revolutionary transformation processes that occurred within the legal
order can be observed in legal terminology as well. Law is an area where the linguistic means of expression
have a particularly great impact. This takes place through language, as a word or expression acquires juridical
power. However, according to M. Aronoff*4, a legal expression on its own or in a glossary is only an abstract
item. Yet within a text it acquires a syntactic role and meaning. Therefore, just as legal periodicals reflect the legal
culture, terminology also depends on the socio-cultural context, and terms are means to signify legal structures,
relationships, values, and changes.*5
The following questions are raised in this article: How are the changes introduced by the above-mentioned
legal reforms mirrored in the usage of language by Estonian lawyers with regard to Latin terms? What is the
moment in time that represents the return to the European legal environment in view of the usage of Latin
terms in particular?
The hypothesis is that in the journals published during the Soviet era Latin terms are used less frequently.
The juridical journalism of the Soviet time originated mainly with state administrative structures. That period
established the Soviet system and Russian models: terminology was planned on the basis of the Russian
language, and juridical texts and documents were translated from Russian.*6 My hypothesis is also based on
the fact that the majority of the authors of this time belong to a generation for whom classical studies were
not officially available at Estonian universities. Study of the speciality of classical philology was abandoned
at the University of Tartu in 1954 and resumed in 1990.*7 Roman law was taught, but the academic research
tradition in this field had been interrupted. Consequently, the knowledge of Latin held by many authors of
legal texts of that time was inadequate and unsystematic.
The quantitative and qualitative method of study has been applied in my research; statistical data have been
compared with a view to demonstrating dynamic changes.

2. Research material
Both periodicals, Soviet Law and Estonian Lawyer (until 1993), were published by the Ministry of Justice. It
can be maintained that Estonian Lawyer developed from Soviet Law, because in 1990, when the new periodical began publication, the editorial board was not replaced and even the features and design of the journal
remained the same. Both publications also had six issues per year.
The content of both periodicals was made up of the following features:

M. Aronoff. Morhpology by Itself. Stems and Inflectional Classes. Linguistic Inquiry Monographs 22. Cambridge, Mass./London, England:
The M.I.T. Press 1994.

4

5

N. Fairclough. Critical Discourse Analysis. London: Longman 1995, pp. 74–78.

H. Metslang. Standard Estonian according to Area of Use: Problems and Solutions. – Operative language II. Essays on applied linguistics.
Tallinn: TPÜ Kirjastus 2004, p. 199.
6

7
It is impossible to give a clear answer to the question about the reasons behind closing down the Classics department at the University of
Tartu during the Soviet period. Obviously, it was not done purely on ideological grounds, as Classics continued to be taught in universities in
Moscow, Leningrad (St. Petersburg), Kiev and Tbilisi. Also in Lithuania, Classical studies were kept alive thanks to very strong cultural traditions. Classical philology did not pose a direct ideological threat, since it was not anti-Soviet. In Estonia, both subjective as well as local and
objective reasons brought about the change. What was significant was that in studying and researching antiquity, it was possible to be directly
in contact with western thought and culture. All similar fields of study vanished in Estonia during the Soviet time. Another significant cause
was that within a limited range of means and possibilities first those subjects were closed which were considered to be dispensable because they
seemed too impractical and not directly sympathetic to the ideological cause of the regime. The mentality of the lecturers was also considered
inappropriate, as most of them had been educated during the time of the first independence. The circle of professors who taught Classics included
those who actively resisted the Soviet regime, emigrated or died in the Second World War. A. Lill. Kakssada aastat klassikalist filoloogiat Eestis:
kahe alguse lugu (Two Hundred Years of Classical Philology in Estonia: The Story of Two Beginnings). – Kakssada aastat klassikalist filoloogiat Eestis (Two hundred years of Classical Philology in Estonia). – Morgensterni Seltsi toimetised I. Tartu: Tartu Ülikooli Kirjastus 2003, pp.
11–12.
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Soviet Law:
– Each issue comprising about 75–80 pages
– Articles (about 8–10, in total 24–37 pages,
with an average length of around 2.5–4
pages) that are relatively short and rarely
include an exhaustive analysis of the topic at
hand
– Information about dissertations defended and
lists of names of students graduating from
the Faculty of Law of the University of Tartu
(1 page)
– In memoriam items, obituaries, and memoirs
related to lawyers who have died (4 pp.)
– Reviews of national conferences in the
USSR and travel accounts (3 pp.)
– A glimpse at history (2–3 pp.)
– Public prosecutor’s supervision reports
(1–4 pp.)
– Economy and arbitration materials (2–4 pp.)
– Reading for pleasure and juridical jokes (in
total about a page per issue)
– Bibliography (new legal literature and
reviews of what was printed in various
Soviet journals) (2–4 pp.)
– Chronicle of events (in plenary sessions of
the Supreme Court of Soviet Estonia, in the
Ministry of Justice of Soviet Estonia, at the
Prosecutor’s Office of Soviet Estonia, and in
the association of lawyers of Soviet Estonia,
as well as jubilees of lawyers, 5–9 pp.)

– New legal acts (decrees by the Presidium of
the Supreme Council of Soviet Estonia on
amendments to legislation/codes, regulations from the Council of Ministers of Soviet
Estonia, and departmental regulations)
(13–23 pp.)
– Practice of the supreme courts of the USSR
and the Estonian SSR (3–20 pp.)

Estonian Lawyer:
– Each issue comprising about 75–80 pages
– Articles (about 7–8, totalling 35–40 pp.,
making the length of one article around
4–5 pp.) that, while fewer in number, are
longer and thus more thorough
– Information about dissertations defended
and lists of students graduating from the
Faculty of Law of the University of Tartu
(1 page)
– In memoriam materials, obituaries, and
memoirs concerning lawyers who have
died (1–2 pp.)
– Reviews of conferences and interviews
with foreign lawyers and jurists (2–3 pp.)
– A glimpse at history (5–7 pp.)
– Prosecutor’s supervision materials
(1–4 pp.)
– Economy and arbitration (2–4 pp.)
– Reading for pleasure (a short story about
legal matters, 2–3 pp.)
– Bibliography (new legal literature abroad,
1 page)
– Chronicle of events and information (in
the Ministry of Justice, at the Prosecutor’s
Office, in the Court of Arbitration, and
from the Estonian Association of Lawyers,
as well as related to jubilees of lawyers,
3–5 pp.)
– International legislation (material on
international conventions and agreements,
7–14 pp.)
– New legal acts (decisions of the President, legal acts of the Republic of Estonia,
and regulations of the Government of the
Republic, totalling 12–20 pp.)
– Practice of the Supreme Court (3–6 pp.)
– Summaries in English (2 pp.)

Formally, there does not seem to be much difference between the two periodicals, as both include similar topics
and features. What sets them apart from each other are the content and ideology. The years under examination
represent well the change in rhetoric: the 1985 Soviet Law commemorated the 45th anniversary of the creation of the Estonian SSR.*8 The 1990 Estonian Lawyer dealt with the elapsing of 50 years from the Soviet
occupation of Estonia.*9 The history section of Soviet Law focused on the establishment of the Soviet legal
system in Estonia, whereas Estonian Lawyer concentrated on the destruction of the courts administration of
the Republic of Estonia in 1940. Owing to ideological factors, Soviet Law also addressed the problem of the
struggle against alcoholism through history, which was a particularly important topic in 1985 because of the
strict alcohol policy imposed by Gorbachev. Estonian Lawyer surveyed the history of the Faculty of Law of
the University of Tartu, and published articles about famous Estonian lawyers of the pre-WWII period.
8

Nõukogude Õigus / Soviet Law 1985/3.

9

Eesti Jurist / Estonian Lawyer 1990/4.
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As chances to get behind the Iron Curtain during the Soviet era were slim, visits abroad attracted great attention. Therefore, Soviet Law published interviews with those Estonian lawyers who on business trips had had
the chance to spend time in foreign countries. Similarly, accounts were given of the meetings of the publication’s board members with foreign visitors to Soviet Estonia (mainly from countries friendly to the USSR,
such as Ghana).
Latin has been used only in articles and historical reviews here — i.e., in about half of the content. The
remaining half, which distributes practical information and introduces new legal acts, as a rule contains no
Latin terms.
What makes these two periodicals representative as linguistic objects of study is the fact that both have a
broad circle of authors. Specialists in different legal fields published articles in them. Besides law professors,
we can see among the authors also attorneys, prosecutors, and judges. The articles in both of the journals
contain material concerned with all major areas of law and thus give an objective overview of the different
aspects of terminology.
In 1993, a noticeable change occurred in Estonian Lawyer: it began to be published by the Association of
Estonian Lawyers, the whole editorial board was replaced, the design was altered, and 12 issues per year began
to be printed. The number of pages grew from approximately 480 to 750. Additionally, the whole concept was
transformed: first and foremost, practical legal information began to be disseminated. The bulk of the content
comprised legislative texts and commentaries on them, with articles now taking up only a third of the periodical.
Besides the summaries of articles in English, synopses in Russian were provided. Overviews of court practice
continued, and reviews of the legislation by ministries and local governments were added, as were chronicles
of Riigikogu (Estonian Parliament) proceedings. Photos and other illustrative material appeared. Much space
began to be devoted to the bibliography of new legal literature and reviews of articles on legal topics that
appeared in Estonian newspapers. In 1995, Estonian Lawyer merged with Juridica*10, the periodical published
by the Faculty of Law of the University of Tartu, and the latter continues to be published to this day.
In total, my research dataset comprises:
a) Soviet Law: five years of publication, 29 issues, 2380 pages
b) Estonian Lawyer: five years of publication, 37 issues, 2920 pages

3. Frequency of usage of Latin terms
In total, Latin was used 158 times in five years in the articles in Soviet Law, thus, on average, 5.4 terms per
issue. If we divide the number of pages by the number of terms, we can see that the Latin language appears
on every 15th page of Soviet Law, on average. Quantitative changes in the usage of Latin terms in 1985 to 1989
are presented in Graph 1.
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Graph 1: Latin terms in Soviet Law
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Juridica. Journal of the Faculty of Law of the University of Tartu. Editor-in-chief P. Varul. Tartu: Sihtasutus Iuridicum 1993–…
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According to Graph 1, the usage of Latin terms increased noticeably in the last year of publication. In 1985, in
total, 18 Latin terms were used. A year later, in 1986, in comparison, Latin terms were used 31 times already.
For 1987, only 10 Latin terms can be found. In the next year, 1988, a slight rise again occurred: Latin terms
were used 17 times. The biggest increase can be witnessed in the issues from 1989: Latin was resorted to 82
times in the course of the year.
What caused such large differences with regard to terminology? We can point out a significant detail here:
up to 1989, no references to foreign-language sources were made in the articles. The majority of citations
referred to Soviet authors and the ‘obligatory’ quotations from Lenin, Marx, and Engels. In 1989, scientific
literary works in foreign languages became more readily available to Estonian lawyers, and several authors
were able to go abroad. References to sources in English, French, and German in that year’s articles reveal
that the authors were eager to study literature in other languages and to rely on a variety of foreign sources.
Subsequently, the topics discussed began to change. Looking at the last years of Soviet Law, we notice that
numerous articles in 1989 dealt with topics such as the possibility of self-determination, sovereignty, and
international law (these years also mark the rediscovery of national identity and a resurgence of patriotism),
which required more frequent use of Latin (e.g., in discussion of the sovereignty of the Republic of Estonia
de facto and de iure). These trends continued in Estonian Lawyer, which began publication in 1990.
On the other hand, the abundance of Latin terms in 1986 and 1989 can be explained by the fact that in those
years several articles appeared about the history of the University of Tartu, including the Faculty of Law. In
historical references, a number of Latin expressions were used. In 1989, the 70th anniversary of the national
university was celebrated.*11
In the articles in Estonian Lawyer, Latin was used 426 times in total in the corpus — on average, 11.5 terms
in each issue. If we divide the number of pages by the number of terms, we can see that Latin appears on
every 6–7th page of Estonian Lawyer on average, twice as often as in Soviet Law (typically five expressions
per issue and on every 15th page).
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Graph 2: Latin terms in Estonian Lawyer
Graph 2 shows that the usage of Latin terms in the journal Estonian Lawyer over the years studied was more
frequent in comparison with Soviet Law. In 1990, the topics of independence and internationalisation continued
to be analysed, and, in total, 100 Latin terms were used. A year later, in 1991, Estonia regained independence. The journal mainly focused on distributing practical information: the changes in state structures and
the release of new laws and regulations. As no Latin terms are used in Estonian legislation, and as the part of
the journal that comprised articles was smaller in 1991, the number of Latin expressions used dropped — 40
instances can be counted. In 1992, Latin terms were used 86 times. For 1993, 71 Latin terms can be found. In
the last year of publication, 1994, a remarkable 129 Latin terms were employed. It is impossible to cite any
11
Even though the University of Tartu was originally founded in 1632, the anniversary of reopening the Estonian language based university in
the first period of independence (1919) is celebrated separately. In earlier centuries, the language of instruction was Latin, German or Russian,
depending on the scientific culture and political regime in the country.
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particular reason for this or refer to any specific theme; simply, many articles included Latin terms and this
was becoming a natural part of juridical language use.*12
It can be said that the juridical journal that appeared in Estonia after the collapse of the Soviet Union had to
tackle a great reform assignment. The society was becoming oriented toward the West, and close contacts with
the rest of the world were established. The system of concepts and the languages of influence changed — the
importance of Russian as the source of reference diminished, and German and English became most influential instead.
Summing up the figures represented by both graphs, one can claim that, although officially Estonia regained
independence in 1991, readiness to resume orientation toward Europe was clearly evident a few years earlier — in 1989 and 1990.

4. Lexical diversity and the most frequent terms
In addition to the perspective of their overall quantity, the Latin terms found in both journals can be compared
from a qualitative point of view; i.e., I analysed the lexical diversity of the terms. In total, 65 different Latin
expressions were used in Soviet Law in the course of five years, whereas in Estonian Lawyer twice as many —
128 — different terms can be detected.
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Graph 3: Lexical diversity in Soviet Law and Estonian Lawyer
Graph 3 displays the usage of different terms in both periodicals by year of publication as analysed in the present
article. In the second and last years of publication, the differences are not very noticeable: in Soviet Law, 20
different terms in 1986 and 44 in 1989, compared with, in Estonian Lawyer, 27 different terms in 1991 and 60
in 1994. Bigger qualitative changes can be observed in the first, third, and fourth years of publication. In the
first year, 1985, only 13 different terms can be seen in Soviet Law, but in 1990 there were 48 terms in Estonian
Lawyer. The third year showed even bigger differences: eight Latin terms in Soviet Law in 1987 but 59 in
Estonian Lawyer for 1992. In the fourth year, the changes in terminological variety are not that dramatic in a
comparison with the third year: 1988 showed 15 Latin terms in Soviet Law, and 1993 provided 37 in Estonian
Lawyer. Accordingly, in addition to the quantitative differences between the two journals, a remarkable distinction can be observed in the variety and diversity of the terminology used.

In the articles by Estonian lawyers today, many more Latin terms can be detected. The usage of Latin terms as expressions retaining the
identity of European law has increased considerably in professional language in connection with legal reforms accompanying the accession of
Estonia to the European Union in 2004. This has been analysed in more detail by M. Ristikivi in Lexica iuridica in Juridica: Latin Terms as a
Reflection of Europanisation of Estonian Legal Culture. – Juridica International 2007/12, pp. 173–179.
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We notice that the authors in Soviet Law employ relatively modest usage of terminology in comparison with
the language of the authors in Estonian Lawyer: Latin terms are fewer in number and less diverse: from 1985
to 1988, only 14 different Latin terms can be counted, on average, in the articles for the whole year (i.e., six
issues in total, with around 450 pages in total). The main change occurred in 1989, when the terms grew in
number: 44 different Latin terms per year. This indicates that the linguistic quality of legal texts improved in
terms of variety and a more Western style of expression was adopted.
Semantically, we can divide all Latin expressions observed in both journals into three major classes: normative arguments that contain specific juridical information, terms used in rhetoric or for illustrative purposes
(here belong mostly generally known Latin expressions and other widely employed maxims), and expressions
pertaining to university and studies of law.
In both periodicals, the largest group is composed of Latin expressions as juridical arguments. In Soviet Law,
of the 65 different expressions, 26 belong in this group; in Estonian Lawyer, 66 out of 128. About 40% of all
Latin phrases in Soviet Law and 51.5% (i.e., about half) in Estonian Lawyer are used in their narrow juridical
meaning.
The most frequent juridical terms are the following:
Soviet Law:
de lege ferenda — 6 times
de iure — 4
ius gentium — 4
ex tunc — 2
ius est ars boni et aequi — 2
ius cogens — 2
vacatio legis — 2

Estonian Lawyer:
de facto — 23 times
versus — 16
de iure — 13
de lege ferenda — 11
nullum crimen nulla poena sine lege — 8
lex — 6
fontes iuris — 5

The most numerous among the expressions are terms related to legal theory, international law, penal law, and
matters of sovereignty.
In addition to juridical terms, so-called juridical rhetoric is often used in articles — i.e., widespread Latin
expressions and abbreviations. In both journals, such phrases make up about a quarter of all Latin expressions.
I found 16 of these in Soviet Law (24.6% of the total) and 34 in Estonian Lawyer (26.5%).
Soviet Law:
ca (circa) — 15 times
resp. (respective) — 2
tempora mutantur et nos mutamur in illis — 2
expressis verbis — 1
in medias res — 1
status quo — 1

Estonian Lawyer:
ca (circa) — 18 times
etc. (et cetera) — 7
ex officio — 4
stricto sensu — 3
inter alia — 2
mutatis mutandis — 2

Such expressions are ordinarily used in their general and neutral meaning in the articles. However, it is most
difficult to draw a line between juridical argumentation and rhetoric in cases of terms that may acquire specific
meaning in juridical contexts. A legal term might occur in legal language while also existing as a word in the
common language, having a particular meaning there. Expressions like ‘status quo’ or ‘inter alia’ are of the
kind used by lawyers in their general meaning but also used in a specific juridical meaning.
A considerable proportion of the Latin phrases used in the corpus examined here is made up of those employed
in the corpus in descriptions concerning the history of the University of Tartu and the Faculty of Law. Please
see the table below.
Soviet Law:
stud. Iur. (studiosus iuris) — 17 times
alma mater — 11
cum laude — 11
dr. iur. (doctor iuris) — 11
Album Academicum — 7
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Estonian Lawyer:
cum laude — 35 times
alma mater — 14
dr. iur. (doctor iuris) — 12
Academia Gustaviana — 6
studia iuridica — 2
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In Soviet Law, 23 such expressions could be found, remarkably accounting for 35.4% (a third) of all Latin phrases
used. In Estonian Lawyer, 26 expressions (20% of the vocabulary) concerned the topic of university.*13
The remaining 1.5% of the unique expressions in Estonian Lawyer comprised two medical terms: in vitro
and in utero, which were published in 1993 in an article discussing the embryo protection act. This kind of
term usage draws attention to the fact that technical language has its own characteristics setting it apart from
general language. The neutral vocabulary of general language, legal terms, the technical terms of the particular
fields involved, and the grammar of modern standard language constitute the instruments of legal language.*14
This means that legal texts have specific characteristics, yet, besides juridical terms, the terminology of the
field that is the object of the particular legal text concerned, in addition to general language, has an effect on
legal language.*15

5. Comments and conclusions
Law is an area where linguistic means of expression are of utmost importance. The results of this survey draw
our attention to the fact that language use is a social activity and the author of a text is part of that process.
According to the creator of systemic functional linguistics, M. A. K. Halliday*16, the author of a text uses
language selectively for his purposes. In making linguistic choices — choosing words and terms, sentence
structures, and other rhetorical systems — the author creates a text of certain characteristics and meaning.
From the functional angle, writing a text is an instance of purposeful use of language, as in making linguistic
choices the person considers the purpose and function of the text. The communicative function of language
(the interpersonal meta-function) means that the author of an article uses language as a tool for presenting his
own judgements, attitudes, and comments, and for creating a connection between himself and the reader.
The aim of my study was to investigate how the changes introduced by the legal reforms are mirrored in the
usage of language by Estonian lawyers with regard to Latin terms. The research material consisted of periodicals whose authors are lawyers and whose function is to publish legal information for the readers, who
are also lawyers. In the case of such specialised communication, the assumption is that the authors do not
have to consider a target group of non-lawyers and thus can make use of technical terminology. However, the
authors of the articles in both Soviet Law and Estonian Lawyer were rather modest in their usage of strictly
juridical terms. More freely employed were expressions that are widely used also outside legal language and
the vocabulary of the studies of law.
The statistical data analysed in the course of this research revealed that the usage of Latin terms in the juridical
articles of 1985–1994 was directly connected with the socio-political changes that brought about extensive
legal reforms. During the period investigated, new laws were drafted, and the legislation of European countries and international legal instruments were scrutinised. Reliance on European sources also influenced the
usage of legal language. It is important to note that the quantitative and qualitative changes in language usage
did not occur in 1991 — i.e., the year when Estonia restored her independence. The most significant changes
in terminology had begun already in 1989 and 1990, when the readiness to try to become again part of the
European legal environment surfaced. In a broader sense, it means that language usage must keep up with the
developments in society. The legal environment changes; subsequently, language usage must change as well.
Thus, the rearrangements in the Estonian legal system compelled the Estonian lawyers to include in their usage
of legal language those Latin terms that have become rooted in the legal tradition of Europe.

Comparing the usage of Latin terms in the articles of the current authors we see that the greatest terminological change occurs on the qualitative plane. The research based on the 1993–2006 issues of the Estonian legal journal Juridica revealed that 732 different Latin expressions
were used, the majority of which were strictly legal terms. A smaller group comprised Latin phrases and abbreviations also common in general
language usage. Phrases pertaining to university studies are rather scarce in the writings by current authors, though. For more information,
see M. Ristikivi. Lexica iuridica in Juridica: Latin Terms as a Reflection of Europanisation of Estonian Legal Culture. – Juridica International
2007/12, pp. 173–179.
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K. Kerge. Legal Language, Its Means and Prospects. – Legal Language 1995/4, p. 6.
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R. Narits. The Methodology of Law I. Tallinn: Juura 1997, pp. 80–82.
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